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Abstract
●
●
●

Performing analytics on SAP data directly in the transactional datastore is painful, and
might impact SAP itself.
BigQuery is part of an ecosystem of capabilities that enables Business Intelligence and
Machine Learning.
Qlik Replicate not only copies selected data from SAP into BigQuery, but keeps
BigQuery synchronized as new transactions occur.

Introduction
You’ve realized that seeking business insights or performing machine learning on SAP
enterprise resource planning (ERP) central component (ECC) data in-situ conflicts with the use
of SAP as part of your core business, and requires SAP-proprietary tooling.
You’re already using various services from Google Cloud, and want to leverage the data
management capabilities of BigQuery for Business Intelligence analytics on your SAP data.
Qlik Replicate supports several change data capture mechanisms and many source and target
systems. It is easy to deploy and use, and is far more powerful than its simple user interface
indicates.
This whitepaper describes how to copy data from SAP—where it might sit in SAP HANA,
OracleⓇ, SQL Server, or IBM DB2—into BigQuery, and then keep BigQuery synchronized with
SAP by copying transactions as they occur. The example in the paper assumes you use SAP
HANA and have Qlik Replicate deployed on Windows.
This whitepaper describes the replication of data from SAP ERP/ECC 6.0 into BigQuery using
Qlik Replicate v6.6. The paper is current as of May 2020. All SAP Modules are supported
except for HR, including CRM, SRM, GTS, and MDG SAP Applications. This whitepaper does
not apply to additional SAP products and services such as SAP Business ONE or SAP
SuccessFactors.
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Architecture
As shown in the following architecture diagram, Qlik Replicate connects to the database
underlying SAP and creates triggers, which are used to capture data manipulation language
(DML) actions (such as insert,update, and delete) to a log table as those transactions
occur.

The initial Full Load task from SAP into BigQuery copies the selected tables. Subsequent
Apply Changes tasks replicate DML transactions into BigQuery as they occur.
Qlik Replicate mostly copies data directly from the storage tier, but some SAP objects, such as
cluster tables, are meaningful only at the application tier. Qlik Replicate retrieves these tables
through a remote function call (RFC) connection to SAP. SAP maintains a mapping table that
groups SAP tables into meaningful business groups (/nzr4sap), which Qlik Replicate queries
through RFC. Qlik Replicate refers to this table when configuring a new data replication task.

Before you begin
This section describes the software and settings you need to perform the example in this
whitepaper, and notes alternatives you might need if you are using an underlying database
other than SAP HANA.
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Set up Google Cloud with a project and permissions
You need a Google Cloud project to be the target of your Qlik Replicate tasks, and a service
account that you can grant the following roles:
●
●

Project > Owner or Editor
BigQuery > BigQuery Data Owner

You need a Service Account Key from the Google Cloud Console that Qlik Replicate can use for
authentication into BigQuery.
For more information, see Using BigQuery as a Target in the Qlik Replicate documentation.
1. Open the Google Cloud Console.
2. Create a project called SAP Analytics.
3. Go to IAM & Admin, click Service Accounts, and then create a service account named
qlik.
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4. Grant the qlik service account the Project > Owner and BiqQuery > BigQuery Data Owner
roles.

5. Create a security key in JSON format, and save it for use later, when you connect from Qlik
Replicate to BigQuery.

Set up SAP by installing Qlik Transports
Qlik Replicate supports connectivity primarily to SAP ERP/ECC 6.0 + all EhP levels. All modules
are supported except HR, including support for CRM, SRM, GTS, and MDG SAP Applications.
Connectivity from Qlik Replicate to SAP primarily accesses the underlying database directly, but
also utilizes RFC connections to Qlik Transports. You must install the Qlik Transports into SAP.
These consist of the following:
●
●
●

InstallCode.zip, the main transport file
InstallCodeECC.zip (ECC-specific, where applicable)
InstallConfig.zip, the initial configuration supplied as a transport

You need to enable additional authorizations for the Qlik Replicate software. Qlik Replicate for
SAP delivers its own authorization object, ZR4SAP, and you must ensure that a dialog user and
a communication user exist in SAP. The dialog user is required to access the Qlik Replicate for
SAP Client GUI in SAP, and the communication user is required to support the RFC calls from
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Qlik Replicate to the SAP system. For more information, see Install the Qlik Replicate for SAP
client on the SAP machine in the Qlik Replicate.
You’ll also need the connectivity details for the database underlying your SAP instance, such as
what database it is (HANA, OracleⓇ, SQL Server, or IBM DB2), your credentials for accessing it,
and verification that it is configured to support change data capture (CDC). In some cases, CDC
is performed using database triggers, which must be installed into the database for the tables to
be replicated. If Qlik Replicate has sufficient rights, it creates those triggers in the database itself
for the tables to be replicated.
This example assumes you’re using SAP HANA.

Set up Qlik with client libraries, drivers, and SDK
This whitepaper assumes you have installed a licensed copy of Qlik Replicate on a Windows
host, ideally near your source data to avoid firewall considerations and to minimize latency.
●

●

●

To connect from Qlik Replicate to SAP, you must extract the SAP Netweaver RFC
Client libraries (SDK v7.20 or v7.50) from the NWRFC_xxx.SAR file and copy them
from nwrfcsdk/lib into the Qlik Replicate bin directory.
To connect from Qlik Replicate to BigQuery, you must download and install the Simba
ODBC driver v2.2.3.1000 and the Google Cloud SDK 253.0.0 onto the Qlik Replicate
machine.
You must rename certain irregularly named SAP schema/column objects in the Qlik
Replicate task before you write them to BigQuery.

The different SAP source endpoints in Qlik Replicate require an already-configured source
endpoint that connects directly to the HANA, Oracle, SQL Server, or IBM DB2 database
underlying SAP. Each of these endpoints has its own requirements, and might require you to
enable CDC or implement it manually. At a minimum, you must have the corresponding
database driver installed on the Qlik Replicate machine. Certain rights are required in the
database.
Required drivers for each database:
●
●
●
●

HANA – SAP HANA ODBC (x64) Driver 2.x HDBODBC
Oracle – Oracle Instant Client (x64) v11.2.0.3.0 (or greater). Download and install.
SQLServer – Microsoft ODBC Driver 17.4.2 (or greater). Download and install.
IBM DB2 – Your requirements vary depending on what platform DB2 is hosted on, but at
a minimum you require the IBM Data Server Client 11.1.
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For information about the connectivity requirements of your SAP database, see the Qlik
Replicate documentation.

Replicate your data
The Qlik Replicate fundamental objects are source and target endpoints, and tasks.
Tasks include a one-time Full Load task, which copies data from source to target and then
completes, and the Apply Changes task, which continues to run, looking for transactions in the
selected source tables to propagate into the target.
The SAP source in Qlik Replicate contains business groups, which are collections of SAP
objects that are used within the SAP modules. These groups simplify how you select the data
you need to copy into BigQuery to satisfy your analytic objectives. The list of table objects in
each Business Group is maintained in SAP and accessed using the /nzr4sap transaction.
First, you create your source and target endpoints, and then you select tables from the source
to be replicated into the target in a new task.
Start by browsing to Qlik Replicate (https://yourServer.example.com/attunityreplicate) and
authenticating.

Create your target endpoint
1. In Qlik Replicate, go to Manage
EndPoint Connections and click New
EndPoint Connection.
2. Name the new endpoint Google
BigQuery or something meaningful to
you. Ensure that its role is target, and
that the type is Google Cloud
BigQuery.
3. Paste the contents of the security key
that you created earlier into the Service
Account Key field.
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4. Click Test Connection, resolve any errors, and then save your new target endpoint.
Next, you create a source endpoint for
your SAP HANA database. Then you
create one of two possible SAP
application endpoints to leverage the
database source endpoint:
●

●

SAP Application, requiring:
○ Server name
○ Instance number (e.g.
00)
○ Client (e.g. 800)
○ Username & password
SAP Application (DB), requiring:
○ Client (e.g. 800)
○ SAP Schema
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Create your database source endpoint
1. Go to Manage EndPoint Connections, and click New Endpoint Connection.
2. Name the new endpoint HANA or something meaningful to you.
Ensure that its role is source, and that the type is SAP HANA.
3. Specify the server where HANA is hosted and the Instance number.
4. Type the credentials used to access HANA.

5. Click Test Connection, resolve any errors, and then save your new source endpoint.
Now that you’ve created the database source endpoint, you must create the SAP Application
source endpoint to leverage it.

Create your SAP application source endpoint
1. Click New Endpoint Connection.
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2. Name the new endpoint SAP ERP Application or something meaningful to you.
Ensure that its role is source, and that the type is SAP ERP Application.
3. Provide the following information to enable the RFC connection from Qlik Replicate to SAP:
●
●
●
●

Connection type
Server name where SAP can be accessed
Instance number
Client

4. Record credentials within SAP that have been granted the required authorizations.
5. For Backend endpoint, select the HANA source endpoint that you created earlier.

6. Click Test Connection, resolve any errors, and then save your new source endpoint.
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Create your task
1. Click New Task. Give it a descriptive name, such
as SAP to BigQuery.
2. For Replication Profile, select Unidirectional.
(This means the replication goes from one source
to one target.)
3. Select at least one value under Task Options.
○

○

Select Full Load to start the initial
replication of existing data from SAP to
BigQuery.
Select Apply Changes to turn on CDC and
replicate new transactions as they occur.

4. Click OK.
5. Drag the SAP ERP Application source endpoint to the top bubble, and drag the BigQuery
target endpoint to the bottom bubble.

6. Click Task Settings.
This example provides a default target table schema that contains the tables in BigQuery.
7. Enter SAP_SD in the target metadata.
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8. Click Table Selection. For Business groups, select A – QLIK SALES & DISTRIBUTION,
and then click Search.
The business group maintained in SAP is a collection of logical and physical tables within
SAP. A list of SAP Table objects appears for Results.

9. Select the tables you want to replicate into BigQuery, and click the > button to move them to
the Selected window on the right side of the screen. Click OK.
Next, you create a global transformation. Global means “across all tables within the scope of
your Replicate Task.” The global transformation renames the schema to something
meaningful. (Don’t use spaces in the global transformation name.) without spaces in its
name.
10. Click Global Transformations, then click New Global Transformation and use the
following settings:
● Name: SAP_SD
● Table or Schema: Choose Rename schema, and then click Next.
● Schema name is like %: Click Next to skip past this option.
● Schema name: Rename the schema to SAP_SD.
11. Click Finish.
Some SAP column names contain a forward-slash (/), which is not a permitted character in
BigQuery or many other databases. Replace forward-slashes with underscores (_) using an
expression in another Global Transformation.
Except as otherwise noted, the content of this page is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
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12. Click New Global Transformation and use the following settings:
●
●
●
●

Name: Remove slashes
Expand Column: Select Rename column, and click Next.
% of Column name is like %: Replace with %/% (percent-slash-percent), and click
Next.
How to Transform: Choose Rename column to expression, and enter the following:

replace( $AR_M_SOURCE_COLUMN_NAME, '/', '_')
●

Click Next, then Finish, then OK.
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Work within quotas
BigQuery enforces quotas on the maximum number of operations that can be performed per
day. These quotas are as follows:
●
●

A maximum of 1000 load operations per table, per day
A maximum of 1000 DML operations per table, per day

To work around these limitations, edit the following settings:
1. In the Advanced Tab of the target endpoint, increase the Max file size (MB) to a value
greater than 1000.
2. Open Task Settings and go to Change Processing Tuning. Do one of the following:
●

●

To capture all DML operations, set
Apply batched changes in intervals > Longer than (seconds) to 260
seconds.
To capture INSERT operations only, set
Apply batched changes in intervals > Longer than (seconds) to 85 seconds.
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The task is ready to execute. The initial Full Load will have some impact on the database, so
wait to click Run until there’ll be minimum impact on SAP users. Subsequent CDC transactions
are replicated with barely any impact on SAP.
When the Full Load task is complete, you can see and interact with that data in BigQuery:

If the task continues to run, you can monitor the Change Processing task to observe the
replication of new transactions that affect the selected tables and are propagated from SAP into
BigQuery.
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View your replicated data
Navigate to the BigQuery console to see the data that has been replicated. Repeated queries
will reveal transactional data that is replicated as it happens!
The following example shows that the SAP_SD table KNA1 is created and populated with data.
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